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How do Beliefs about Relative Skill Affect Risky
Decisions?

Abstract

Beliefs about relative skill matter for risky decisions such as market entry,

career choices, and financial investments. Yet in most laboratory experiments risk

is exogenously given and beliefs about relative skill play no role. We use a laboratory

experiment without strategy confounds to isolate the impact of beliefs about relative

skill on risky choices. We find that low (high) skill individuals are more (less)

willing to take risks on gambles with probabilities depending on relative skill than

on gambles with exogenously given probabilities. Consequently, the wrong people

may engage in risky activities while the right people may be crowded out.

1 Introduction

In most laboratory experiments risk is exogenously given and individuals’

beliefs about relative skill play no role in their decisions. In the real world

beliefs about relative skill matter for many decisions. Examples include,

entering a market where post-entry payoffs depend on relative skill (e.g.,

opening a restaurant) versus staying out and earning a certain amount (e.g.,

working as a waiter); following a career path where performance is highly de-

pendent on relative skill (e.g., being a lawyer, or a musician) versus choosing

a career path where performance does not depend much on it (e.g., taking

a public sector job); or managing your own financial portfolio versus dele-

gating this to an asset manager depends on one’s perception of relative skill

at picking financial assets.

This paper uses a laboratory experiment to investigate how beliefs about

relative skill affect risky decisions. To answer this question we elicit certainty

equivalents (CEs) of luck and skill gambles using a multiple price list for-

mat. Both types of gambles are binary as they involve two possible prizes.
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In a luck gamble the probability of getting the higher of the two possible

prizes is given while in a skill gamble it corresponds to the subject’s relative

skill, measured by relative performance in a cognitive ability test. Conse-

quently, behavior in the luck gambles only depends on preferences towards

risk whereas behavior in the skill gambles depends on preferences towards

risk as well as beliefs about relative skill.

We begin with a model free analysis showing that low (high) skill in-

dividuals have higher (lower) CEs of skill gambles than of luck gambles

that offer the same prizes and winning probabilities. This indicates that low

(high) skill individuals are more (less) willing to take risks on gambles where

performance is determined by relative skill. In contrast, we find that inter-

mediate skill individuals have similar CEs of skill gambles and luck gambles

that offer the same prizes and winning probabilities.

Next, we investigate how these results relate to subjects’ beliefs about

relative skill. We do so, by relying on two types of beliefs: stated beliefs

and revealed beliefs. For eliciting the stated beliefs, we ask subjects to re-

port their beliefs about their relative performance in the cognitive ability

test. We incentivize the stated beliefs with a quadratic scoring rule (QSR)

which is valid under risk neutrality and the absence of probability weight-

ing. The advantage of the stated beliefs is that they do not rely on a specific

model. However, they may be biased if the subjects are either risk averse

or weight probabilities non-linearly. In contrast, the revealed beliefs do not

rely on the QSR. They are directly estimated from the subjects’ choices

via a structural model based on Cumulative Prospect Theory (Kahneman

and Tversky (1979), Tversky and Kahneman (1992)). The identifying as-

sumption is that subjects apply the same utility and probability weighting

functions for evaluating the luck and skill gambles.

Subjects’ stated beliefs about relative skill display three main patterns.

First, on average, subjects do not display a strong tendency to overestimate
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their relative skill. Second, the majority of subjects, however, has biased

beliefs about relative skill: for 70.8% of them the relative skill is more than

one standard deviation away from their stated mean relative skill; for 31.7%

of them the relative skill lies outside the support of the stated belief dis-

tribution. Third, the biases in beliefs correlate with relative skill: low skill

subjects overestimate their relative skill while high skill subjects underes-

timate it. Together with the model free analysis this suggests that stated

beliefs about relative skill drive differences in behavior in the skill and luck

gambles.

The structural model provides us with estimates for revealed beliefs and

for risk preference parameters – utility curvature, optimism-pessimism, and

likelihood sensitivity. To model the utility function we use power utility

(constant relative risk aversion) and to model probability weighing we use

the two-parameter probability weighting function in Goldstein and Einhorn

(1987). The estimated parameters tell us that subjects display moderate

degrees of risk aversion, pessimism, and likelihood insensitivity. These esti-

mates of subjects’ risk preferences are plausible given the existing laboratory

evidence (see Wakker (2010)). The revealed beliefs confirm the patterns

obtained with the stated beliefs: there is no strong overall tendency to

overestimate relative skill, the majority of subjects has biased beliefs about

relative skill, low skill subjects overestimate their relative skill while high

skill subjects underestimate it. However, the correlation between revealed

and stated beliefs is at a moderate 46%.

Since we have both stated beliefs as well as revealed beliefs, estimated

via the structural model, we can compare their relative power in predicting

differences in behavior across the luck and skill gambles. We find that biases

in revealed beliefs predict differences between CEs of luck and skill gambles

better than biases in stated beliefs. This and the moderate correlation

between revealed and stated beliefs indicates that relying exclusively on
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the latter may be misleading.

Our paper contributes to the understanding of the low returns from

self-employment and entrepreneurship (Hamilton (2000), Moskowitz and

Vissing-Jørgensen (2002)), over-entry into markets (Dunne et al. (1988),

Mata and Portugal (1994)), occupational choices in competitive labor mar-

kets (Lucas Jr (1978), Jovanovic (2004)), as well as phenomena such as

perception of skill at selecting financial assets and excess trading (Odean

(1998), Glaser and Weber (2007)). Our results suggest that these behaviors

are driven by systematically biased beliefs about relative skill: low (high)

skill individuals are more (less) likely to select into competitive occupations,

become entrepreneurs, select financial assets on their own, or enter mar-

kets because they systematically overestimate (underestimate) their relative

skill. Consequently, biased beliefs about relative skill can lead to misalloca-

tions of talent: the wrong people might enter professions where performance

depends on relative skill whereas the right people might be crowded out.

The paper also contributes to the experimental literature that studies

the role of beliefs about skill for individual decisions (e.g., Camerer and

Lovallo (1999), Moore and Kim (2003), Hoelzl and Rustichini (2005), Moore

and Cain (2007), Clark and Friesen (2009), Bolger et al. (2008), Park and

Santos-Pinto (2010), Eil and Rao (2011), Burks et al. (2013), Mobius et al.

(2011), Charness et al. (2013), Cain et al. (2015)). Some of these studies

involve strategic situations where individuals must make inferences about

the rivals’ strategies and beliefs (e.g., Camerer and Lovallo (1999), Charness

et al. (2013)). In contrast, a major contribution of our paper is to introduce

a non-strategic setting which allows us to directly identify the role that

beliefs about skill play in explaining risky choices.

Another contribution is that our structural model provides beliefs which

are directly based on revealed preference. This adds to the literature which,

so far, has mostly relied on subjects’ stated beliefs (e.g., Clark and Friesen
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(2009), Park and Santos-Pinto (2010), Eil and Rao (2011), Burks et al.

(2013), Mobius et al. (2011)). Our results indicate that revealed beliefs are

only moderately correlated with stated beliefs and better predict differences

in behavior across luck and skill gambles.

2 Experimental Design

The experiment consists of three stages which are explained in detail below.

In the first stage, each subject completes a cognitive ability test and is

assigned to a skill level according to her relative performance in the test. In

the second stage we elicit CEs of luck and skill gambles. Finally, in the last

stage we elicit subjects’ beliefs about relative skill.

2.1 Cognitive Ability Test and Assignment of Subjects to

Skill Levels

Subjects perform a Raven’s Matrices test with 20 questions. In each question

subjects are asked to identify the missing element that completes a pattern

out of six possible choices. The difficulty of the questions varies in order to

create heterogeneity in the test score results. Each subject had 20 minutes

to complete the test. To incentivize the subjects to do their best, we paid

CHF 0.50 per correct answer and told subjects that a good test result could

help them earning more money later on during the experiment.1

A subject’s relative performance in the cognitive ability test deter-

mines her relative skill among the 20 participants. The relative skill

of each participant is assigned to one of 10 skill levels θ from the set

{0.05, 0.15, . . . , 0.85, 0.95} as follows: the two best subjects (the tenth decile)

in the room are allocated to the 0.95 skill level, the two next best subjects

(the ninth decile) in the room to the 0.85 skill level, etc., and the two worst

1At the time of the experiment one CHF corresponded to roughly 1.05 USD.
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subjects (the first decile) in the room to the 0.05 skill level.2 Later on, these

skill levels will correspond to the winning probabilities in the skill gambles.

The assignment of subjects to skill levels was explained in detail. After

reading the instructions subjects answered comprehension questions about

the assignment. They could only go on after answering these questions

correctly. While they were making their risky decisions subjects could click

on a button to see the list showing which winning probability was implied

by which skill level. For further details please refer to the Experimental

Material Appendix.

2.2 Risky Decisions

After the cognitive ability test and the assignment of subjects to skill levels

we elicited CEs of luck and skill gambles. A luck gamble pays CHF xLh with

probability p and CHF xLl with probability 1 − p. We vary p from 5% to

95% in 10% increments across three prize combinations (xLh , x
L
l ) from the

set

{(140, 0), (120, 20), (100, 40)} . (1)

The 10 winning probabilities p and the three prize combinations yield a total

of 30 luck gambles.

In contrast, a skill gamble pays CHF xSh with probability θi and CHF

xSl with probability 1 − θi where θi is the skill level of subject i which is

endogenously determined by her relative performance in the cognitive ability

test. Since the winning probability θi corresponds to the subject’s skill level

we can only vary the prizes of the skill gambles. We consider nine different

2To break ties subjects had to give their best guess about the sum of nine numbers

that were displayed on matrix for 10 seconds. If this did not resolve the tie we broke the

ties randomly. Note that since there were two subjects for each skill level, the tiebreaker

was not relevant in every case. The performance in the estimation questions that breaks

the tie between the 3rd and the 4th is inconsequential since rank 3 and rank 4 give rise to

the same skill level.
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prize combinations (xSh , x
S
l ) from the set

{(180, 0), (150, 30), (120, 60),

(140, 0), (120, 20), (100, 40),

(100, 0), (80, 20), (60, 40)} . (2)

Note that for the prize combinations (140, 0), (120, 20), and (100, 40) there

are corresponding luck gambles. We will exploit this correspondence to

directly compare CEs between skill and luck gambles.

To elicit CEs of both luck and skill gambles we use the multiple price

list format (see Andersen et al. (2006) for a discussion). We have subjects

choosing between a series of certain payoffs and either a luck or a skill

gamble. The series of certain payoffs covers the payoff range of the gamble’s

prizes and decreases in 18 (= 19 − 1) equally sized amounts. Subjects

typically start by preferring the first certain payoff to the gamble and then

switch to the gamble before the last certain payoff. The arithmetic mean

of the last certain payoff preferred to a gamble and the first certain payoff

not preferred to a gamble determines the CE of the gamble. In the example

depicted in Figure 1 the CE is approximated as (84 + 91)/2 = 87.50. If

the subject always chooses the gamble the CE is approximated as (140 +

133)/2 = 136.50. Likewise, if she always chooses the certain payoff the CE

is approximated as (7 + 0)/2 = 3.50.

We impose a unique switching point per multiple price list by automati-

cally filling in all choices following the first switch (for details see Andersen

et al. (2006) and Tanaka et al. (2010)). This has two advantages. First, it

allows to dermine the CE for every gamble. Second, it substantially reduces

the number of clicks given the high number of gambles.3

3In terms of additional assumptions, a unique switching point imposes weak mono-

tonicity of the utility function, i.e. subjects weakly prefer a higher amount of money to a

lower amount of money. Nevertheless, the unique switching points do not prevent choices

across gambles that are inconsistent with first-order stochastic dominance.
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Figure 1: Interface of the luck gamble with xh = CHF 140 and xl = CHF 0 and a winning

probability of 0.65. In this case, the elicited CE is CHF 87.50 (the arithmetic mean of

CHF 84 and CHF 91).

The luck and skill gambles were presented in blocks. Across sessions the

order of the blocks was balanced to cancel out potential order effects (see

Charness et al. (2012)). Within a given block the gambles were ordered ac-

cording to two dimensions: attractiveness (first-order stochastic dominance)

and prize spread (xh − xl). To control for order effects across these two

dimensions we assign one fourth of the subjects to each of the four config-

urations: (i) increasing attractiveness and increasing spread, (ii) increasing

attractiveness and decreasing spread, (iii) decreasing attractiveness and in-

creasing spread, and (iv) decreasing attractiveness and decreasing spread.

Since the main focus of the experiment is on risky choices we always

elicit risky decisions before beliefs.
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2.3 Belief Elicitation

After making risky decisions subjects stated their beliefs about their relative

skill. We elicit each subject’s entire belief distribution across the 10 skill

levels. The subject can move sliders to shift probability mass across each skill

level which are represented by a histogram in real-time. We incentivize the

disclosure of beliefs with a quadratic scoring rule (QSR) where the maximum

payment is CHF 10 and the minimum is CHF 0 (Kadane and Winkler,

1988). Our main measure of the subject i’s stated belief about relative skill

is the mean belief µi =
∑10

m=1fi(θm)θm, where fi(θm) stands for i’s stated

probability mass of having skill level θm, with m = 1, ..., 10. For further

details see Appendix A.4

Note, however, that the QSR assumes that subjects are risk neutral

and weight probabilities linearly. If subjects are risk averse they will not

have proper incentives to report beliefs truthfully. If subjects engage in

probability weighting their stated beliefs will reflect subjectively distorted

probabilities instead of objective ones. In the discussion of the results we

will first ignore these issues. However, we will come back to them in the

context of the structural model.

2.4 Subjects and Payments

The experiment was performed at the University of Lausanne in April and

May 2015 in the computer lab using the software z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).

All subjects were students of the University of Lausanne and the École Poly-

technique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), recruited via ORSEE (Greiner,

2015). The experiment was conducted in 16 separate sessions with 20 sub-

4We also elicit each subject’s mode of her belief distribution across skill levels. We ask

each subject to provide a point estimate of her relative skill in the cognitive ability test

and pay CHF 5 for a correct guess and CHF 0 for an incorrect guess. This allows us to

distinguish rational from irrational beliefs using the method of Burks et al. (2013).
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jects each. One subject left without finishing the experiment. Thus, our

data comprises 319 subjects.5

In order to provide incentives for truthful revelation of preferences and

beliefs, subjects were randomly paid for only one of their risky decisions

(Azrieli et al. (forthcoming) show that this is the only incentive-compatible

way to use multiple price lists). We use the prior incentive scheme (Prince)

proposed by Johnson et al. (2015). At the start of the experiment subjects

were told that they would be paid for only one of their decision situations

and that decision situation was contained inside a closed envelope that they

drew randomly from a box. Inside each envelope there is a decision sheet

with the multiple price list corresponding to that decision. Subjects were

told that they could not open the envelope before the payment stage. In

the payment stage each subject was paid according to the decision situation

in the envelope, the subject’s choice in that decision situation, the subject’s

performance on the cognitive ability test (if the decision situation involved a

skill gamble and the subject preferred the skill gamble to the certain amount)

and the realization of two ten-sided dice (if the subject preferred the luck

or skill gamble to the certain amount).

Each subject received a show-up fee of CHF 10. Subjects were paid in

private, one-by-one at the end of the experimental session. The informa-

tion on a subject’s earnings from each task and total earnings was printed

on a sheet of paper that was shown to each subject. Total earnings per

subject varied between CHF 17.50 and CHF 205.00 with a mean of CHF

105.85 and median of CHF 113.50. Each session lasted for approximately

two hours, comprising roughly 90 minutes for decisions and 30 minutes for

payments. Total earnings paid to subjects across the 16 sessions were CHF

34, 213.00.6 Compared to most other experimental work on individual deci-

5The subject left after finishing the cognitive ability test. The skill levels are thus

determined including that subject.
6Since we needed exactly 20 subjects per session, we overbooked each session and sent
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sion making these are high stakes per hour. The instructions can be found

in the Experimental Material Appendix.

3 Results

In this section, we first compare the CEs of luck and skill gambles. Second,

we report the results on the cognitive ability test and the subjects’ stated

beliefs. Finally, we show the findings of the structural model which yields

the revealed beliefs.

3.1 Comparison of Certainty Equivalents in Luck and Skill

Gambles

Here, we compare the CEs of luck and skill gambles that offer the same

prizes and winning probabilities. This allows us to directly isolate the effect

of beliefs about relative skill on the behavior towards skill gambles. For each

subject, there are always three comparable pairs of luck and skill gambles

offering prizes from the set {(140, 0), (120, 20), (100, 40)}. For example, for

a subject with skill level θi = 0.55, we compare the CEs of the three skill

gambles with the CEs of the three luck gambles that have a corresponding

winning probability of p = 0.55.

On average, the CEs of comparable luck and skill gambles do not dif-

fer. The average CE of the skill gambles offering prizes from the set

{(140, 0), (120, 20), (100, 40)} is CHF 57.105, while the average CE of the

corresponding luck gambles is CHF 57.807. The difference amounts to CHF

−0.702 and is not significantly different from 0 (a t-test on the difference in

means using subject cluster-robust standard errors yields a p-value = 0.576).

However, a more disaggregate look at the data reveals a correlation be-

tween relative skill and differences between CEs of skill and luck gambles.

home the supernumerous subjects by compensating them with the show-up fee of CHF

10.
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CHF 0

CHF 20

CHF 40

CHF 60

CHF 80

CHF 100

CHF 120

CHF 140

{5%, 15%} {25%, 35%} {45%, 55%} {65%, 75%} {85%, 95%}

Skill quintile

Expected value CE of luck gambles CE of skill gambles

Figure 2: Average expected values of the luck gambles (white bars), average CEs of the

luck gambles (light grey bars), and average CEs of the skill gambles (dark grey bars).

Depicted is the gamble with winning prize xh = 140 and losing prize xl = 0. The 95%

-confidence intervals are based on robust standard errors. Number of observations = 319.

In Figure 2 we divide subjects into quintiles according to their skill levels

for luck and skill gambles offering prizes (140, 0).7 The figure reveals that

low skill subjects have higher CEs of skill gambles than luck gambles, while

for high skill subjects the reverse happens. The first regression shown in

Table 1 confirm this correlation over all three comparable pairs of luck and

skill gambles. The dependent variable, CEdiffij , represents the difference

between subject i’s CE of skill gamble j and her CE of luck gamble j. The

independent variables are indicators for the skill quintiles. The constant is

taken out to avoid perfect multicollinearity.

The interpretation of the coefficients is straightforward: subjects in the

lowest skill quintile, corresponding to skill levels {0.05, 0.15}, value the skill

7The analogous figures for the luck and skill gambles with the prizes (120, 20) and

(100, 40), respectively, are available in Appendix B and display a similar pattern.
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CESij (1) (2) (3)

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -25.380*** -25.268***

(1.695) (2.096)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -9.740*** -8.667***

(1.592) (1.955)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 4.495*** 5.058***

(1.164) (1.589)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 10.709*** 10.965***

(1.433) (1.523)

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 16.768*** 17.892***

(1.653) (2.007)

Skill {0.85, 0.95}×Female -0.311

(3.577)

Skill {0.65, 0.75}×Female -3.121

(3.369)

Skill {0.45, 0.55}×Female -1.503

(2.274)

Skill {0.25, 0.35}×Female -0.645

(3.172)

Skill {0.05, 0.15}×Female -3.559

(3.535)

Female -1.882

(1.755)

Constant -0.028

(1.040)

Observations 955 955 955

R-squared 0.345 0.001 0.347

Subject cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 1: Regressions where the dependent variable is the difference between the CE of

skill gamble, i.e., CESij , and the CE of the corresponding luck gamble, i.e., CELij . The

independent variables are skill quintile dummies, a female dummy and interaction terms

of skill quintile dummies and the female dummy. Coefficients can be interpreted in CHF.
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gambles on average CHF 16.768 more than the corresponding luck gam-

bles. As skill quintiles increase the difference between the CEs of skill and

luck gambles decreases in absolute value down to CHF −25.380 for the

top quintile. The numbers in parentheses display the subject cluster-robust

standard errors. There are 955 observations, three observations per sub-

ject less two observations that were not recorded during the experiment

(955 = 3× 319− 2).

The second and third regressions in Table 1 show that gender has no

effect on the differences in CEs between luck and skill gambles. At first

glance this may seem at odds with previous literature showing gender dif-

ferences in the tendency to compete (Balafoutas and Sutter (2012), Niederle

and Vesterlund (2007)). However, we conjecture that this difference to the

previous literature may be due to our non-strategic setting.

In sum, these findings yield our first main result:

Result 1 On average, the CEs of skill gambles are similar to the CEs of

corresponding luck gambles. However, subjects in the lower three skill quin-

tiles (from the 5% to the 55% skill levels) have higher CEs of skill gambles

than of luck gambles, and subjects in the highest two skill quintiles (65% and

95% skill levels) have lower CEs of skill gambles than of luck gambles.

3.2 Cognitive Ability Test and Stated Beliefs

The average test score, measured by the number of correct answers, was

12.66 with a standard deviation of 2.80. The distribution of test scores

is approximately normal (the p-value of a D’Agostino’s Chi-squared test is

0.534). The minimum score was 2 and the maximum score was 19. That is,

no subject got all 20 questions correct, so there is no bunching at the top of

the score distribution. In a trivially simple test, we would expect (close to)

20 correct answers for each subject. In contrast, in a prohibitively difficult

test we would expect, on average, 20/6 = 3.33 correct answers as subjects
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would have to guess randomly. Hence, the observed average of 12.66 correct

answers is slightly above the middle of those two extremes. Moreover, there

is no evidence of a gender difference in the average test score, wich is 12.63

for males and 12.71 for females. 8

In terms of the subjects’ stated beliefs there are three main findings:

Result 2 On average, subjects do not display a strong tendency to overes-

timate their relative skill.

The average stated belief indicates a weak tendency towards overconfi-

dence.9 On average, subjects state that their individual winning probability

is 0.54. This is slightly but significantly different from the true average win-

ning probability of 0.5 (a t-test on the mean difference between subjects’

stated beliefs and subjects’ true winning probabilities using robust standard

errors yields a p-value = 0.005).10

This weak tendency towards overconfidence needs a comment. At first

glance Result 2 seems to be at odds with a significant body of literature

where overconfidence is a well-established fact (Lichtenstein et al. (1977),

Svenson (1981), Camerer and Lovallo (1999), Van den Steen (2004), Santos-

8Across the sixteen sessions, there were 87 ties between two or more subjects after

answering the cognitive ability test. After the tiebreaker there were 18 ties left that had

to be decided by means of the random number generator. Per session there are a total

of
(
20
2

)
= 190 bilateral comparisons. Across the 16 sessions this amounts to 3040. The

87 ties account for 2.86% and the 18 random tie breaks account for 0.59% of all bilateral

comparisons.
9Moore and Healy (2008) summarize the following three types of overconfidence about

skill: (1) overestimation of one’s actual performance, (2) overplacement of one’s perfor-

mance relative to others, and (3) excessive precision in one’s beliefs.
10The distribution of relative skill levels is uniform by construction with 10% of the

subjects per disaggregated skill level θ1, θ2,..., θ10 (and 20% per aggregated skill level).

The average winning probability is 0.5 by construction with a standard deviation of 0.288.

However, the average winning probability was slightly more than 0.5 since the subject

that left without finishing the experiment (but after doing the cognitive ability test) had

a winning probability of 0.35.
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Pinto and Sobel (2005), Burks et al. (2013)). De Bondt and Thaler (1995)

names it “perhaps the most robust finding in the psychology of judgement is

that people are overconfident.” However, overconfidence about relative skill

is not an ubiquitous phenomenon. Experimental evidence shows that people

overestimate their relative performance on easy tasks (overplacement) but

underestimate their performance relative to others on harder tasks (under-

placement) (see Kruger (1999)). As pointed out above, our cognitive ability

test is a moderate difficulty task and this might be why we don’t find a very

strong overall tendency for either overplacement or underplacement.

Result 3 The majority of subjects state biased beliefs about relative skill.

For 70.8% of subjects the true skill level falls outside the average stated

belief plus/minus one standard deviation of the belief distribution. In addi-

tion, we find that for 31.7% of subjects the true skill level falls outside the

support of their stated belief distribution.

Result 4 Subjects in the two lowest skill quintiles (from the 5% to the 35%

skill level) overestimate their relative skill, and subjects in the two highest

skill quintiles (from the 65% to the 95% skill level) underestimate their rel-

ative skill.

Table 2 shows regressions summarizing the bias in stated beliefs per skill

quintile. The bias in stated beliefs corresponds to the difference between

stated beliefs and true skill level, i.e. bstatedi ≡ µi − θi. The first regres-

sion reveals that subjects in the two lowest skill quintiles, {0.05, 0.15} and

{0.25, 0.35}, tend to overestimate their relative skill. In contrast, subjects

in the two highest skill quintiles, {0.65, 0.75} and {0.85, 0.95}, tend to un-

derestimate their relative skill. Subjects in the intermediate skill quintile,

{0.45, 0.55}, display slight but only marginally significant tendency to over-

estimate their relative skill. The second regression shows that, on average,

women are less confident than men and do not overestimate their relative
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bstatedi (1) (2) (3)

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -0.262*** -0.227***

(0.017) (0.019)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -0.141*** -0.133***

(0.022) (0.026)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 0.031* 0.067***

(0.018) (0.023)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 0.213*** 0.260***

(0.019) (0.020)

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 0.381*** 0.399***

(0.017) (0.019)

Skill {0.85, 0.95}×Female -0.097***

(0.034)

Skill {0.65, 0.75}×Female -0.023

(0.049)

Skill {0.45, 0.55}×Female -0.095***

(0.036)

Skill {0.25, 0.35}×Female -0.118***

(0.039)

Skill {0.05, 0.15}×Female -0.058

(0.038)

Female -0.085***

(0.032)

Constant 0.074***

(0.019)

Observations 319 319 319

R-squared 0.714 0.022 0.736

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 2: Regressions where the dependent variable is the bias in stated beliefs, i.e.,

bstatedi ≡ µi − θi. The independent variables are skill quintile dummies, a female dummy

and interaction terms of skill quintile dummies and the female dummy. Coefficients can

be interpreted in CHF.
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skill. Thus, the slight tendency of overconfidence in the aggregate is driven

by men overestimating their relative skill. However, the interaction terms

in the third regression show no clear pattern in this gender difference across

skill levels.

The pattern of stated beliefs depicted in Table 2 could be broadly con-

sistent with subjects being uninformed about their skills. To rule out this

possibility, we apply a chi-square test (Snedeckor and Cochran (1989)) to

compare each subject’s stated belief distribution to the uniform distribution,

representing complete skill uncertainty. The corresponding Chi-squared test

has the following test statistic:

χ2
9 =

10∑
m=1

(wm −Nqm)2

Nqm

where N = 100, as there are 100 percentage points to be allocated; qm = 0.1,

∀m, as according to the null hypothesis of a uniform distribution there is

a 10% probability weight on every skill level; and wm is the number of

percentage points that a subject puts on skill level m. The test statistic

is compared against the critical value of a Chi-squared distribution with

9 degrees of freedom, i.e., the number of skill levels minus 1. The null

hypothesis that stated beliefs are uniformly distributed can be rejected at

both the 5%- and the 1%-significance level for all but 3 subjects. At 10%-

significance level the null hypothesis can be rejected for all but one subject.

In conclusion, subjects’ stated beliefs indicate that subjects have precise

perceptions about their relative skill but these perceptions are biased.

3.3 Structural Model

We now discuss the results of the structural model which has the major

advantage of providing us with estimates of the subjects’ revealed beliefs

that are immune to the potential issues affecting stated beliefs. We present

our decision model, explain the estimation strategy, and conclude with the
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estimation results.

3.3.1 Decision Model

We use Cumulative Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky (1979), Tver-

sky and Kahneman (1992)) as our model of choice under risk and under un-

certainty, since this model has proven to be descriptively superior to other

models (see Starmer (2000)). According to Cumulative Prospect Theory

(CPT), the value of a gamble X that pays xh with probability p and xl with

probability 1− p is

V (X) = w(p)u(xh) + [1− w(p)]u(xl),

where u(·) is the utility function and w(·) is the probability weighting func-

tion. We specify the utility function using the power function that implies

constant relative risk aversion (CRRA), the benchmark approach in most

empirical work on risk attitudes:

u(x; r)

 x(1−r)

1−r , r 6= 1

ln(x), r = 1
,

where x is the monetary outcome of a gamble and the parameter r measures

the coefficient of CRRA. The parameter r determines the curvature of the

utility function: r > 0 corresponds to risk aversion, r = 0 to risk neutrality,

and r < 0 to love for risk.

To specify the probability weighting function, we use the two-parameter

function proposed by Goldstein and Einhorn (1987):

w(p; δ, γ) =
δpγ

δpγ + (1− p)γ
,

where γ and δ reflect the degree of probability weighting. The parameter

γ governs likelihood sensitivity. If γ ∈ (0, 1), the function captures the

inverse s-shape pattern where low probabilities are upweighted and high

probabilities are downweighted. If γ > 1 we have an s-shape pattern where
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low probabilities are downweighted and high probabilities are upweighted.

The parameter δ reflects the degree of optimism or pessimism. When δ ∈

(0, 1) the subject is a pessimist, since she downweights the probability of

the high prize xh and upweights the probability of the low prize xl. When

δ > 1 the subject is an optimist, since she upweights the probability of the

high prize xh and downweights the probability of the low prize xl. When

γ = δ = 1 there is no probability weighting and w(p; 1, 1) = p.

3.3.2 Estimation Procedure

To estimate risk preferences at the individual level we compute the CEs

implied by our decision model for luck and skill gambles. Subject i’s CE of

a luck gamble j = 1, ..., 30 that pays xLhj with probability pj and xLlj with

probability 1− pj , where pj is the exogenously given winning probability, is

implicitly defined by:

u(ĈE
L
ij ; r

L
i ) = w(pj ; γ

L
i , δ

L
i )u(xLhj ; ri) + [1− w(pj ; γ

L
i , δ

L
i )]u(xLlj ; r

L
i ), (3)

where ĈE
L
ij is subject i’s CE of luck gamble j predicted by the model.

Similarly, subject i’s CE of a skill gamble k = 1, ..., 9 that pays xShk with

probability θi and xSlk with probability 1− θi, where θi is the probability of

winning for subject i determined by her relative skill is implicitly defined

by:

u(ĈE
S
ik; r

S
i ) = w(θi; γ

S
i , δ

S
i )u(xShk; r

S
i ) + [1− w(θi; γ

S
i , δ

S
i )]u(xSlk; r

S
i ),

where ĈE
S
ik is subject i’s CE of skill gamble k predicted by the model.

The prize combinations (xLhj , x
L
lj) are given by (1), (xShk, x

S
lk) by (2), and

pj = .05, .15, ...., .85, .95.

In the luck gambles both prizes and winning probabilities are known to

subjects. The estimation of the parameters is thus straightforward in this

case and can be implemented in a similar way as in Bruhin et al. (2010). In
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skill gambles however, the subjects do not know their winning probability as

they do not know their relative skill for sure. If we estimate the parameters

of the utility and probability weighting functions using the objective winning

probabilities θi we would obtain erroneous estimates since biases in beliefs

would induce distortions in the estimates of these parameters. To illustrate,

consider the case of a subject i that has an objective winning probability

θi = 0.15 but who believes her winning probability to be 0.45. If this

subject evaluates the skill gambles based on her biased belief and we use

the objective winning probability in our estimation, we would draw the

wrong conclusion that subject i is very optimistic or insensitive to changes

in probabilities. Thus, we replace the objective winning probability θi by a

parameter ξi that reveals subject i’s belief about her relative skill and needs

to be estimated. We refer to the parameter ξi as the subject’s revealed

belief.

We jointly estimate the individual parameters of the utility function, the

probability weighting function, and the subject’s revealed belief using 30 luck

gambles and the 9 skill gambles using the method of maximum likelihood.

The main assumption for identifying the subject’s revealed belief is that the

utility and probability weighting functions remain stable across luck and

skill gambles. Formally, this identifying assumption corresponds to:

rSi = rLi = ri; γSi = γLi = γi; δSi = δLi = δi; ∀i

Using the identifying assumption and rearranging equation (3) we obtain an

expression for subject i’s predicted CE of luck gamble j:

ĈE
L
ij = u−1

(
w(pj ; γi, δi)u(xLhj ; ri) + (1− w(pj ; γi, δi))u(xLlj ; ri); ri

)
.

Analogously, the predicted CE of skill gamble k corresponds to:

ĈE
S
ik = u−1

(
w(ξi; γi, δi)u(xShk; ri) + (1− w(ξi; γi, δi))u(xSlk; ri); ri

)
.
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The observed CEs can be decomposed into the predicted CEs and a random

error: CELij = ĈE
L
ij + εLij for luck gambles, and CESik = ĈE

S
ik + εSik for skill

gambles.

There are several reasons why the observed CEs may differ from the

predicted ones. The most obvious one is that the multiple price list approach

only allows us to approximate the observed CEs by taking an average of the

certain amounts just above and below the switching point. Furthermore,

Hey and Orme (1994) point out that carelessness, hurry, or inattentiveness

can lead to accidentally wrong answers.

Following Hey and Orme (1994) we assume that subject i’s random error

for luck gamble j follows the distribution εLij ∼ N(0, σLij), where the standard

deviation σLij equals κLi (xLhj − xLlj). Analogously, for skill gamble k: εSik ∼

N(0, σSik), where σSik = κSi (xShk − xSlk).11 The variance of the random error

is proportional to the corresponding gamble’s payoff range, as the subject’s

CE is elicited with respect to 19 certain amounts that are equally spread

out within the gamble’s payoff range.12

The likelihood function is given by:

L(ψi;CE
L
ij , CE

S
ik, x

L
hj , x

L
lj , x

S
hk, x

S
lk) =

30∏
j=1

1

σLij
φ
(CELij − ˆCELij

σLij

) 9∏
k=1

1

σSik
φ
(CESik − ˆCESik

σSik

)
,

ψi = (ri, δi, γi, ξi, κ
S
i , κ

L
i )′ is the vector of parameters that are estimated

by numerically maximizing L. To increase numerical precision and ensure

convergence of the individual estimations, we apply the following restrictions

on the parameters: −10 ≤ 1 − ri ≤ 10; 0 ≤ γi ≤ 10 ; 0 ≤ δi ≤ 10;

11A likelihood-ratio test shows that the data doesn’t support the assumption of equal

variance of erros in luck and skill gambles. The null hypothesis that κSi = κLi is rejected

at the 5%-level for 49% of the subjects.
12For instance, in the gamble with xh = 140 and xl = 0 a shift of the switching point

by one line translates into a change in the CE of 7. On the other hand, if xh = 100 and

xl = 40 a shift by one line translates into a change in the CE of 3.
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0.05 ≤ ξi ≤ 0.95.13 The reason for the restriction on ξi is that individual

winning probabilities are 0.95 in the best case and 0.05 in the worst case.

In order to account for the possibility that a subject’s choices are serially

correlated, we estimate cluster-robust standard errors at the subject-level.

The individual estimations allow us to directly compare the revealed

beliefs ξi to the true skill level, θi, for each subject. We define the bias in

revealed beliefs as brevealedi = ξi − θi. If subject i’s revealed belief is correct

and she uses it for evaluating the skill gambles, then brevealedi = 0. However,

if she evaluates the skill gambles based on a too high (low) revealed belief,

then brevealedi > 0 (brevealedi < 0).

3.3.3 Estimation Results

Table 3 shows the summary statistics of individal parameter estimates. The

average of ξi shows that the revealed beliefs are slighly higher than the true

average relative skill of 0.5. Furthermore, the average estimates indicate

a moderate degree of CRRA (ri > 0) and pessimism (δi < 1) as well as

pronounced likelihood insensitivity (γi < 1). Figure 3 exhibits the distribu-

tions of the individual parameter estimates of (a) ri, (b) γi, (c) δi, and (d)

ξi. Regarding gender differences, the p-values in the last column indicate

that on average women are pessimistic while men are neither optimistic nor

pessimistic. Moreover, the analysis in Appendix D shows that there is also

no difference in the estimated risk preferences of high skill and low skill

subjects.

We also tested several alternative specifications of the structural model.

First, we specified the utility and probability weighting functions by using

constant absolute risk aversion and the two-parameter-version of Prelec’s

13The bounds for the risk aversion and the probability weighting parameters are hit 11

times (nine subjects hit one bound and one subject hits two bounds). The lower bound

for γ is hit six times, the upper bound for δ is hit twice, and the remaining bounds are

hit once.
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Mean Median
Standard

Deviation
Min Max p-value

Risk aversion (ri) 0.20 0.24 1.03 -9.00 11.00

Female 0.08 0.24 0.97 -9.00 1.00
0.123

Male 0.26 0.24 1.05 -4.04 11.00

Likelihood sensitivity (γi) 0.77 0.65 0.76 0.00 10.00

Female 0.79 0.66 0.73 0.00 7.02
0.676

Male 0.75 0.65 0.78 0.00 10.00

Optimism-pessimism (δi) 0.90 0.71 1.03 0.00 10.00

Female 0.72 0.61 0.58 0.00 3.39
0.006

Male 1.00 0.77 1.21 0.03 10.00

Revealed beliefs (ξi) 0.54 0.55 0.21 0.05 0.95

Female 0.53 0.53 0.23 0.05 0.95
0.590

Male 0.54 0.55 0.2 0.05 0.95

Scaling of error term

variance (luck) (κLi )
0.08 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.32

Female 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.32
0.034

Male 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.32

Scaling of error term

variance (skill) (κSi )
0.11 0.10 0.06 0.00 0.47

Female 0.12 0.11 0.06 0.00 0.31
0.175

Male 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.00 0.47

Table 3: Summary statistics of the individual parameter estimates across all subjects and

for females and males separately. The p-value refers to a t-test on the difference in means

between females and males using robust standard errors. Number of observations = 319,

number of females = 114
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Histogram of estimated (a) degrees of risk aversion (ri), (b) degrees of likelihood

sensitivity (γi), (c) degrees of optimism-pessimism (δi), and (d) revealed beliefs (ξi). The

bar width is 0.05. Number of observations = 319.

(1998) probability weighting function, respectively. These alternative spec-

ifications all yield qualitatively identical results. In addition, we used an

alternative measure of relative skill. Instead of ranking subjects within each

session, we constructed a ranking within the full sample of 320 subjects.

This did not affect our results. For further details, please refer to Appendix

C.

Result 5 The revealed beliefs confirm the pattern found in the stated beliefs:

Subjects in the two lowest skill quintiles (from the 5% to the 35% skill level)

overestimate their relative skill, and subjects in the two highest skill quintiles
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(from the 65% to the 95% skill level) underestimate their relative skill.

Table 4 exhibits regressions summarizing the bias in revealed beliefs

per skill quintile. The first regression shows that subjects in the two low-

est skill quintiles, {0.05, 0.15} and {0.25, 0.35}, overestimate their relative

skill. In contrast, subjects in the two highest skill quintiles, {0.65, 0.75}

and {0.85, 0.95}, underestimate their relative skill. Finally, subjects in the

intermediate skill quintile, {0.45, 0.55}, display a slight but insignificant ten-

dency to overestimate their relative skill. Interestingly, in contrast to the

regressions reported in Table 2 on the bias in stated beliefs, Regressions 2

and 3 show there is no gender difference in the bias in revealed beliefs. This

suggests that women understate their skill when asked directly but do not

behave accordingly in their choices.

Result 6 There is only a moderate correlation between stated and revealed

beliefs.

Figure 4 exhibits a scatterplot and a regression line illustrating the corre-

lation between the stated beliefs, µi, and the revealed beliefs, ξi. If subjects

consistently use their stated beliefs to evaluate the winning probabilities in

skill gambles, then we would expect a regression line with a slope of one and

a strong positive correlation between stated and revealed beliefs.

However, the large dispersion of observations in the scatterplot suggests

that the two measures of the subjects’ beliefs are only moderately correlated.

In fact, the correlation coefficient between µi and ξi amounts to just 0.461.

Moreover, the estimated slope of the regression line (robust standard errors

in parentheses),

µi = 0.358
(0.024)

+ 0.348
(0.043)

ξi,

amounts to only 0.348 which is significantly below one (a t-test yields a

p-value < 0.001).

The moderate correlation between stated and revealed beliefs indicates
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brevealedi (1) (2) (3)

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -0.270*** -0.270***

(0.025) (0.031)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -0.175*** -0.144***

(0.029) (0.035)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 0.063** 0.070**

(0.025) (0.031)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 0.190*** 0.201***

(0.025) (0.028)

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 0.374*** 0.353***

(0.026) (0.029)

Skill {0.85, 0.95}×F 0.000

(0.052)

Skill {0.65, 0.75}×F -0.090

(0.063)

Skill {0.45, 0.55}×F -0.018

(0.052)

Skill {0.25, 0.35}×F -0.028

(0.056)

Skill {0.05, 0.15}×F 0.068

(0.062)

Female -0.020

(0.038)

Constant 0.043**

(0.021)

Observations 319 319 319

R-squared 0.570 0.001 0.576

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4: Regression where the dependent variable is the bias in revealed beliefs, i.e.,

brevealedi ≡ ξi− θi. The independent variables are skill quintile dummies, a female dummy

and interaction terms of skill quintile dummies and the female dummy. Coefficients can

be interpreted in CHF.
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Figure 4: Relation between stated beliefs (µi) and revealed beliefs (ξi). Scatterplot and

regression line. Number of observations = 319.

that subjects make choices that are inconsistent with their stated beliefs.

The estimates of the structural model point to two reasons behind this in-

consistency which are both related to the shortcomings of the QSR. First,

subjects are on average risk averse which gives them an incentive towards

stating beliefs that are less extreme than their true beliefs. Second, subjects

on average also engage in non-linear probability weighting which invalidates

the QSR. Even so, this does not affect our main results which are qualita-

tively robust across stated and revealed beliefs.

Moreover, the bias in revealed beliefs is a better predictor for the dif-

ferences in the subjects’ CEs in the skill and luck gambles than the bias in

stated beliefs. Figure 5 shows the scatterplots and regression lines illustrat-

ing the relationship between the difference of the CEs in the skill and luck

gambles and the biases in stated (left-hand side) and revealed (right-hand

side) beliefs. The correlation of the differences of the CEs in the skill and

luck gambles with the bias in revealed beliefs is 0.796, significantly higher

than the corresponding correlation of 0.672 with the bias in stated beliefs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Relation between the mean of the differences of CEs between the three

comparable pairs of skill and luck gambles and the bias in stated beliefs (bstatedi ). (b)

Relation between the mean of the differences of CEs between the three comparable pairs

of skill and luck gambles and the bias in revealed beliefs (brevealedi ). Both panels show the

scatterplot and the regression line. Number of observations = 319.

A Steiger’s Z-test (Steiger (1980)) on the two correlation coefficients being

equal yields a p-value < 0.001.

In sum, the comparison between stated and revealed beliefs provides

two main insights: First, given the moderate correlation between stated and

revealed beliefs, the former should be interpreted with caution. Second,

biases in revealed beliefs are a better predictor of the difference between the

CEs of skill and luck gambles than biases in stated beliefs.

4 Conclusion

We use a laboratory experiment to study the role played by beliefs about

relative skill on risky decisions. To answer this question we compare individ-

uals’ behavior in luck and skill gambles offering the same prizes and winning
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probabilities. We find that low (high) skill individuals are more (less) will-

ing to take risks on gambles where the probabilities depend on relative skill

than on gambles with exogenously given probabilities.

This finding has important implications for career choices, market en-

try decisions, and financial choices. Biased perceptions of relative skill can

lead to misallocations of talent: the wrong people might enter professions

where performance depends on relative skill and the right people might be

crowded out. More precisely, overconfident low skill individuals might crowd

out unbiased intermediate skill individuals and underconfident high skill in-

dividuals.

The structural model allows us to obtain estimates for revealed beliefs

and for risk preference parameters–utility curvature, likelihood sensitiv-

ity, and optimism or pessimism. Revealed, like stated beliefs, show that

low (high) skill subjects overestimate (underestimate) their relative per-

formance. However, we find a moderate correlation between revealed and

stated beliefs. Hence, relying only on stated beliefs can be misleading.

There is scope for further research on this topic. For example, it would be

valuable to pursue the extent and implications of the finding that revealed

beliefs might be a better predictor of behavior than stated beliefs. This

could be done by comparing the out-of-sample predictive power of revealed

and stated beliefs.
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Appendices

A Elicitation of Beliefs

In this Appendix we provide further details on the elicitation of stated be-

liefs. In addition, we report the beliefs elicited by asking each subject for a

point estimate of her relative skill in the cognitive ability test.

For the analysis of the data we prefer the mean of the probability distri-

bution, µi, to the point estimates mainly because it doesn’t oblige subjects

to pick one single skill level. It therefore contains more information on be-

liefs about relative skill. For instance, if a subject is not sure whether she is

in skill level θ8 or θ9 she can report this by putting some probability weight

on either skill level. We apply the following QSR to incentivize disclosure

of beliefs. Subjects report their estimated probabilities of belonging to each

skill level q = {q1, q2, ..., q10}. If a subject belongs to skill level m, the QSR

offers her a payment equal to:

QSRm(q) = 5 + 10qm − 5

10∑
v=1

q2v

The maximum payoff is CHF 10 and the minimum payoff is CHF 0. The

maximum payment applies only if the subject puts the entire probability

weight on the true skill level. In contrast, CHF 0 is paid out if the entire

probability weight is on some other skill level. In any other case, the pay-

ment is somewhere between CHF 0 and CHF 10. Two subjects received

the lowest possible payment of CHF 0 and two subjects received the highest

possible payment of CHF 10. The average realized payment for the QSR was
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Figure 6: Histogram of estimated realized payments under QSR in Swiss francs (CHF).

The bar width is 0.50 (50 Swiss cents). Number of observations = 319.

CHF 4.85, the median of realized payment was CHF 4.5, and the standard

deviation of realized payments was CHF 1.71. The histogram in Figure

6 displays the full frequency distribution of realized payments. Figure 7

exhibits the interface that was presented to subjects.

The stated beliefs about relative skill by point estimates allow us to

distinguish rational from irrational beliefs. The incentive scheme implied

that subjects reveal the mode of their skill beliefs when they are asked

for a point estimate on their skill level.14 Table 5 displays the empirical

allocation function for the cognitive ability test. The items on the main

diagonal denote the number of individuals who hold correct point estimate

beliefs about their relative skill. If all individuals had correct beliefs the

matrix would have 64 in all of the main diagonal cells and zeros in all other

14According to the data 74% of the subjects give a point estimate that is consistent

with the mode of the probability distribution.
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Figure 7: Interface of the elicitation of stated beliefs (full probability distribution)
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{0.85, 0.95} 0 7 8 38 11 64

{0.65, 0.75} 0 14 16 31 3 64

{0.45, 0.55} 0 15 27 15 7 64

{0.25, 0.35} 0 17 23 22 1 63

{0.05, 0.15} 5 20 25 13 1 64

sum 5 73 99 119 23 319

Table 5: Absolute frequencies of beliefs about relative skill (points estimate)

Burks et al. (2013) show that the Bayesian model imposes testable impli-

cations on how the distribution of relative skill judgements should be related

15Except for the diagonal element in the forth line which would be 63 due to the subject

that didn’t complete the experiment.
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to true skill. Because individuals pick the most likely skill level, the largest

(modal) group of individuals thinking they are in a given skill level must

belong to that skill level. This is called the diagonal condition (see Burks et

al. (2013) for a more detailed description of the properties of Bayesian up-

dating). As Table 5 shows, the diagonal condition is violated for skill levels

{0.25, 0.35} and {0.65, 0.75} and it is not violated for skill levels {0.05, 0.15},

{0.45, 0.55}, and {0.85, 0.95}.16 Hence, the distribution of stated beliefs fails

the test of rationality in Burks et al. (2013).

16Of the individuals who put themselves in the skill level {0.25, 0.35} or {0.65, 0.75}, the

largest (modal) group of individuals belongs to some other skill level. To illustrate, of the

73 individuals who believe to be in skill level {0.25, 0.35} only 17 individuals truly belong

to that skill level. This is less than 20 individuals who belong to skill level {0.05, 0.15}.
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B Figures for Prizes (120, 20) and (100, 40)

CHF 0

CHF 20

CHF 40

CHF 60

CHF 80

CHF 100

CHF 120

{5%, 15%} {25%, 35%} {45%, 55%} {65%, 75%} {85%, 95%}

Skill quintile

Expected value CE of luck gambles CE of skill gambles

Figure 8: Average expected values of the luck gambles (white bars), average CEs of luck

gambles (light grey bars), and average CEs of skill gambles (dark grey bars). Depicted is

the gamble with winining prize xh = 120 and losing prize xl = 20. The 95% -confidence

intervals are based on robust standard errors. Number of observations = 319.
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CHF 0

CHF 20

CHF 40

CHF 60

CHF 80

CHF 100

{5%, 15%} {25%, 35%} {45%, 55%} {65%, 75%} {85%, 95%}

Skill quintile

Expected value CE of luck gambles CE of skill gambles

Figure 9: Average expected values of the luck gambles (white bars), average CEs of luck

gambles (light grey bars), and average CEs of skill gambles (dark grey bars). Depicted is

the gamble with winning prize xh = 100 and losing prize xl = 40. The 95% -confidence

intervals are based on robust standard errors. Number of observations = 319.

C Robustness Checks

C.A Specifications of Utility and Probability Weighting

Functions

We tested the robustness of the results using alternative functional forms

for the utility and the probability weighting function. We estimated alter-

natively a utility function with constant absolute risk aversion (CARA):

u(x; r) = −e−xr

where x is the monetary outcome of a gamble and the parameter r measures

the coefficient of CARA. r > 0 corresponds to risk aversion, r = 0 to risk

neutrality, and r < 0 to love for risk.

In terms of the probability weighting function we estimated alternatively
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the the two-parameter function proposed by Prelec (1998) (PLC):

w(p;α, β) = e−β(−lnp)
α

where α and β reflect the degree of probability weighting. The parameter

α governs likelihood sensitivity. If α ∈ (0, 1), the function captures the

inverse s-shape pattern where low probabilities are upweighted and high

probabilities are downweighted. If α > 1 an s-shape pattern where low

probabilities are downweighted and high probabilities are upweighted. The

parameter β reflects the degree of optimism or pessimism. When β > 1 the

subject is a pessimist, since she downweights the probability of the high prize

xh and upweights the probability of the low prize xl. When β ∈ (0, 1) the

subject is an optimist, since she upweights the probability of the high prize

xh and downweights the probability of the low prize xl. When α = β = 1

there is no probability weighting and w(p; 1, 1) = p

The estimation procedure remains the same as described in section 3.3.2,

including the parameter restrictions. The alternative functional forms give

rise to three additional specifications of the structural model: CRRA &

PLC, CARA & Goldstein and Einhorn (1987) (GE), and CARA & PLC.

C.A.1 Summary Statistics on Structural Estimations

Table 6 reports the summary statistics of the individual parameter estimates

of the alternative specifications of the structural model.

C.A.2 Correlations between Estimated Revealed Beliefs

Table 7 reports the correlation coefficients between the revealed beliefs

obtained under the four combinations of utility function and probability

weighting function specifications. The high correlations provide evidence

for robustness of our baseline specification.
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Mean Median
Stand.

Dev.
Min Max

CRRA & PLC

Risk aversion (ri) 0.27 0.25 1.00 -2.00 11.00

Likelihood sensitivity (αi) 0.68 0.62 0.47 0.00 4.69

Optimism-pessimism (βi) 1.34 1.10 1.04 0.00 10.00

Revealed beliefs (ξi) 0.54 0.56 0.21 0.05 0.95

Scaling of error term variance (luck) (κLi ) 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.32

Scaling of error term variance (skill) (κSi ) 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.00 0.46

CARA & GE

Risk aversion (ri) 0.02 0.01 0.04 -0.04 0.51

Likelihood sensitivity (γi) 0.86 0.69 0.95 0.00 10.00

Optimism-pessimism (δi) 1.59 0.98 2.1 0.00 10.00

Revealed beliefs (ξi) 0.52 0.54 0.21 0.05 0.95

Scaling of error term variance (luck) (κLi ) 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.32

Scaling of error term variance (skill) (κSi ) 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.00 0.50

CARA & PLC

Risk aversion (ri) 0.04 0.01 0.18 -0.04 2.11

Likelihood sensitivity (αi) 1.00 0.70 1.40 0.00 10.00

Optimism-pessimism (βi) 1.18 0.93 1.20 0.00 10.00

Revealed beliefs (ξi) 0.52 0.54 0.21 0.05 0.95

Scaling of error term variance (luck) (κLi ) 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.32

Scaling of error term variance (skill) (κSi ) 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.00 0.50

Table 6: Summary statistics of the individual parameter estimates for the alternative

specifications of the structural model. Number of observations = 319, number of females

= 114.
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CRRA & GE CRRA & PLC CARA & GE CARA & PLC

CRRA & GE 1

CRRA & PLC 0.976 1

CARA & GE 0.942 0.938 1

CARA & PLC 0.935 0.963 0.957 1

Table 7: Correlation coefficients between the revealed beliefs obtained under the four

different combinations of utility and probability weighting function specifications. Number

of observations = 319.

C.A.3 Revealed Beliefs per Skill Quintile

Table 8 reports the bias in revealed beliefs per quintile level. Depicted are

the three additional specifications of the utility and the probability weight-

ing function. The estimates of under- and overestimation of relative skill are

robust to alternative specifications of the utility and the probability weight-

ing function. The coefficients change only little compared to the baseline

estimates (exhibited in Table 4 and described in Result 5).
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CRRA & PLC CARA & GE CARA & PLC

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -0.268*** -0.296*** -0.290***

(0.024) (0.026) (0.025)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -0.171*** -0.193*** -0.197***

(0.029) (0.029) (0.030)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 0.065*** 0.048* 0.042

(0.024) (0.025) (0.026)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 0.208*** 0.180*** 0.194***

(0.025) (0.023) (0.025)

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 0.383*** 0.342*** 0.359***

(0.026) (0.025) (0.026)

Observations 319 319 319

R-squared 0.585 0.567 0.574

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 8: Regression where the dependent variable is the bias in revealed beliefs, i.e.,

brevealedi ≡ ξi− θi, and the independent variables are skill quintile dummies. Depicted are

the alternative specifications of the structural model.

C.B Ranking within the Full Sample

In this section we report the results obtained by determining true skill levels

based on ranking within the full sample of 320 subject rather than within

each session.17 We denote this measure of the true skill level of subject i

by θ̃i. The corresponding bias in stated and revealed beliefs are denoted

by b̃statedi ≡ µi − θ̃i and by b̃revealedi ≡ ξi − θ̃i, respectively. The correlation

between θ̃i and the test score (= 0.963) is significantly higher (p-value <

0.001) than the correlation between θi and the test score (= 0.903) because

θ̃i does not depend on the random sampling of subjects in each session.

However, θ̃i is still not a strictly monotonic transformation of the test score

17Note that the subject that left without finishing the experiment is ranked as well.
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CRRA & GE CRRA & PLC CARA & GE CARA & PLC

Skill {0.85, 0.95} -0.242*** -0.240*** -0.267*** -0.262***

(0.024) (0.024) (0.026) (0.025)

Skill {0.65, 0.75} -0.164*** -0.160*** -0.182*** -0.186***

(0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.032)

Skill {0.45, 0.55} 0.080*** 0.082*** 0.065** 0.059*

(0.030) (0.030) (0.031) (0.032)

Skill {0.25, 0.35} 0.177*** 0.195*** 0.168*** 0.182***

(0.026) (0.027) (0.025) (0.028)

Skill {0.05, 0.15} 0.335*** 0.344*** 0.303*** 0.320***

(0.029) (0.029) (0.028) (0.029)

Observations 319 319 319 319

R-squared 0.487 0.498 0.475 0.478

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 9: Regression where the dependent variable is the bias in revealed beliefs, i.e.,

b̃revealedi ≡ ξi− θ̃i, and the independent variables are skill quintile dummies. Depicted are

the four specifications of the structural model. True skill levels determined by ranking

within the full sample.

because of the tiebreaker and the random number generator that apply to

break ties. It is thus possible that two subjects have the same test score but

not the same θ̃.

Table 9 reports the bias in revealed beliefs per quintile level. Depicted

are the four combinations of utility and the probability weighting function

specifications. The coefficients change only little compared to the baseline

estimates (see Tables 4 and 8). In contrast to the baseline estimates, how-

ever, the weak overestimation of relative skill in the intermediate quintile is

statistically significant in all four specifications.

Finally, we exhibit in Figure 10 the scatterplots and regression lines illus-

trating the correlation of the difference in CEs with both the bias in stated
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beliefs (b̃statedi ) and with the bias in revealed beliefs (b̃revealedi ). Depicted

are the estimates obtained by our baseline specification with CRRA utility

functions and GE probability weighting functions.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a) Relation between the mean of the differences of CEs between the three

comparable pairs of skill and luck gambles and the bias in stated beliefs (b̃statedi ). (b)

Relation between the mean of the differences of CEs between the three comparable pairs

of skill and luck gambles and the bias in revealed beliefs (b̃revealedi ). True skill levels

determined by ranking within the full sample. Both panels show the scatterplot and the

regression line. Number of observations = 319.

As in the baseline estimate where subjects are ranked within each session

the correlation of the differences of the CEs with the bias in revealed beliefs

(= 0.722) is significantly higher (p-value = 0.006) than the correlation of

the differences in CEs with the bias in stated beliefs (= 0.601).

D Risk Preference Parameters: High Skill vs Low

Skill
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Mean Median
Standard

Deviation
Min Max p-value

Risk aversion (ri) 0.20 0.24 1.03 -9.00 11.00

High skill (55% to 95%) 0.19 0.27 0.51 -4.04 1.00
0.881

Low skill (5% to 45%) 0.21 0.22 1.36 -9.00 11.00

Likelihood sensitivity (γi) 0.77 0.65 0.76 0.00 10.00

High skill (55% to 95%) 0.80 0.65 0.96 0.00 10.00
0.407

Low skill (5% to 45%) 0.73 0.65 0.49 0.00 3.43

Optimism-pessimism (δi) 0.90 0.71 1.03 0.00 10.00

High skill (55% to 95%) 0.89 0.75 0.95 0.00 10.00
0.809

Low skill (5% to 45%) 0.92 0.69 1.11 0.01 10.00

Table 10: Summary statistics of the individual parameter estimates across all subjects

and for high skill and low skill subjects separately. The p-value refers to a t-test on the

difference in means between high skill and low skill subjects using robust standard errors.

Number of observations = 319, number of females = 114
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